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Surat al-Saaffaat: 37
He (Rasulullah) came with the Truth (haqq) and confirmed the Prophets
On the 25th of December*, millions
of Christians celebrate the birthday of Eisa
Nabi AS (Jesus Christ) and just a few weeks
ago we celebrated the Milad of Rasulullah
SA.
Sijill ArticleWe too celebrate Eisa Nabi
AS – he is our Nabi. Our Nabi, Rasulullah the seal of the Prophets (khatamul anbiyaa’) – recognized Eisa Nabi along with the
other Anbiyaa’, as the Quranic Ayat attests
“He (Rasulullah) came with the Truth (haqq)
and confirmed the Prophets” (Surat al-Saaffaat: 37). We believe in Eisa Nabi as the 5th
Naatiq (lit. “Speaker” – one who established
a new religion). We pray Salawaat on him
every Shehrullah on Aakhir Jumoa till the
end of the month and remember him and
his virtues in Ashara ever year on the 5th of
Muharram.

While we assert our belief in Rasulullah and the religion of Islam, we respect
the earlier Prophets, including Eisa Nabi as
he brought “the word of God” (Surat AalImran: 45). He was a Naatiq, a Prophet, who
performed great miracles with God’s permission (Surat Aal-Imran: 49), a Prophet of
great wisdom and a Prophet who gave the
ultimate sacrifice when he was crucified.
Although there are differences in our
belief in Eisa Nabi compared to Christians,
we acknowledge and respect him as a great
Prophet. Our Hudaat in their kitaabs and
their bayaans speak of his life, his wisdom
and his sacrifice (for example, read Sijill article 101, 104 and 126).
One such pearl of wisdom from Eisa
Nabi is “fear not those who kill the body, but
fear those who kill the soul.” This profound

saying emphasizes our belief and the belief
of all prior Prophets and religions: salvation
is of the soul. The body is bound to perish,
either naturally or killed by another. The soul
has the potential for salvation and eternal
bliss. Those who “kill the soul”, draw it away
from religion and deny it eternal salvation.
May Allah Ta’ala give us the confidence
in our conviction to “adopt the good from
everything” and the wisdom to emphasize
our similarities and not our differences. May
we always be thankful for this immense
blessing of ilm, wisdom, and aqeedo, faith,
that we receive at the hands of Sahib-uzzaman, Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS.
* Many Eastern churches celebrate
Christmas on the 7th of January and other
days as well
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Sijil 150

Third Anniversary
By the grace of Allah Ta’ala, the nazaraat of his Waliyy Imam-uz-zaman SA, and the doa mubarak of Aqa Maula Syedna Taher
Fakhruddin TUS, today is the 150th edition of Sijill. It is this weekly newsletter’s third anniversary.

Finance In Fatemi Tayyibi Doctrine

Part 2: Is share trading and investment allowed?

We are pleased to present the third article in this series which
explains a selection of ideas from the PhD thesis submitted to the
University of Manchester by Shehzada Dr Abdeali Bhaisaheb ibn
Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA. (The PhD was completed in 2003
with the raza and doa Mubarak of Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin
RA). In this article are the following sections:
Section 1: What exactly is share trading and investment and
the common misperceptions surrounding it
Section 2: The guidelines and principles of share trading and
investment
Section 3: Instances of Duat Mutlaqeen endorsing and practicing share trading and investment
Below are some excerpts from the article, click here to read the
full article on FatemiDawat.com
...
What are common misperceptions around share trading?
The most common and biggest financial misconception and
misinterpretation in the Dawoodi Bohra community is that most
forms of securities trading (share trading) are haram because they
involve elements of riba, gambling and speculation.

Media Articles

“Islamic banking can be a success in
India” Article by Shehzada Abdeali
Saifuddin published on “DailyO” Blog
We are pleased to present this article on “Islamic banking can
be a success in India
But only if it is implemented in spirit as well as the letter of
its principles”, authored by Shehzada Abdeali bhaisaheb and published on the “DailyO” blog on the 5th of December 2016 (DailyO is
an online opinion platform from the India Today Group- http://www.
dailyo.in/business/islamic-banking-muslims-rbi-riba-nasser-socialbank-npas-indias-nationalised-banks/story/1/14383.html).
Shehzada Abdeali bhaisaheb received a Bachelors degree in

In reality, share trading is not haram at all. On the contrary, our
Duat Mutlaqeen have both endorsed (advised others) and practiced
share trading themselves.
...
Investment in shares has been deemed morally acceptable by
Fatimi Tayyibi law for one key and simple reason – that it promotes
investment in productive enterprise
and enhances social welfare. It spurs
(leads to) economic development and
promotes prosperity for all
Duat Mutlaqeen have permitted equity (share) investments with
certain qualifications / conditions.
Investment in companies is allowed
keeping one principal criteria in mind: that the company’s primary
or core business should be halal. Investments in companies whose
core products or services are haram, or in contravention with the
principles of Fatimi Tayyibi law, are prohibited.
This excludes companies whose primary business falls into one
of the following categories:
1. Alcohol or narcotics
2. Tobacco
3. Pork or pork products
4. Gambling
5. Prostitution and pornography
6. Other products/services which are haram
Investments in shares of companies that do not fall into these
categories are generally permitted.
...
Click here to read the full article in eBook and PDF form on
FatemiDawat.com

Journalism and Mass-Communication from the American University
in Cairo and a PhD in Islamic Law & Finance from Manchester University. He is an authority on Fatimid-Tayyibi Financial Principles and selections of his PhD thesis have been published on Fatemidawat.com.
This is the article:
Would it be beneficial to introduce Islamic banking into India?
This is the question everyone is asking ever since the Reserve Bank
of India floated the idea.
Consider these facts.
From almost nothing to $2 trillion in 40 years, international Islamic banking and finance industry’s trajectory of growth has been
nothing short of phenomenal.
India has a population of more than 170 million Muslims today,
from around 70 million in 1976. However none of that $2 trillion action has taken place in India.
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Whatever the varied reasons for that may be, there is today
serious talk in the RBI and government of introducing an Islamic
window in banks. The stated goals for this proposed move are to facilitate the inflow of some of the $2 trillion from the Gulf and other
countries into India, and to facilitate the inclusion of millions who do
not participate in the banking industry because their faith does not
allow them to give or receive interest.
It is widely known that Islam does not permit usury (riba). There
are many Muslim religious scholars and leaders in India who define
usury as referring only to excessive and exploitative interest. By this,
they allow for interest as charged and given by commercial banks.
There are others who say that riba includes all kinds of interest,
and therefore transacting with commercial banks on this basis is not
permissible.
A third group says that an element of sale can be introduced
into interest-based transactions between the client and the commercial bank. This would happen in a tacit agreement between the
bank representative and the client, which would neutralise any element of interest as far as the client is concerned, allowing him or her
to go ahead with the transaction within the bounds of Islamic law.
Islamic banking and finance, contrary to common perception,
are not only about not dealing in interest, they are also about equitability, compassion, protecting the weak, encouraging and supporting enterprise, and giving an opportunity to those, who otherwise
would not have it, to climb the economic ladder.
Nasser Social Bank was established in 1971 in Egypt as a social
effort to provide credit to the disadvantaged classes who did not
have access to the conventional commercial banking system.
According to some scholars, the current state of the Islamic
banking, finance and insurance industry is such that it has come to
resemble the conventional banking, finance and insurance industry,
which it intended to replace, and is representing those very ideas
and practices which it started out condemning.
The nationalisation of banks in India in 1969 and then 1980
was also done with equally noble intentions of providing banking to
the large mass of the population who did not have access to it. There
are mixed opinions as to how far these goals were achieved. What is
almost universally agreed upon is that the move lead to long-term
inefficiency, corruption, and a build of a disproportionate amount of

non-performing assets in nationalised banks.
The disadvantage India has today of being a late entrant to
this industry can be turned into an advantage. The lessons that have
been learnt from 40 years of Islamic banking need to be carefully

considered.
For example, there is criticism among many Islamic economists
that the stated goals of Islamic banking to replace the commercially
exclusive and sometimes exploitative practice of conventional commercial banks were never achieved. They were simply re-vamped
and introduced in different clothing.
On the other hand, the World Bank has lauded the Islamic
banking industry for becoming an effective tool in financing development worldwide, and that it has the potential to address the
problems of extreme poverty and boost shared prosperity.
The key for India to benefit from the introduction of Islamic
banking is if it is done to implement its spirit as well as the letter of
its principles.
Whether it is done under the name of Islamic banking or not,
it would be beneficial if it is taken as an opportunity to re-introduce
ethical banking in India. Where loans are given on merit to businesses rather than cronyism and kickbacks; where means are actually devised to service those who need a boost to rise economically;
where provisions are made so that these schemes do not fall prey to
political machinations.
The advantage Islamic banking has in this regard is that it has
a religious-moral underpinning to its activities, which could sustain
itself in spirit, if it is woven into the norms of Islamic banking without
stifling their freedom of business operation.

Fatemidawat.com and Sijil Survey

A short 5 min Survey

The Fatemi Dawat Website and Sijil teams would like
your nput. Please take this five minute survey now so
we can make our website and newsletter better.

Click here to start

News and Events

Milad-un-Nabi SA
On Sunday 12th Rabiul Awwal 1438H, Syedna Fakhruddin TUS
presided over Milad-un-Nabi SA khushi majlis. After tilawat of Quran
Majeed, Qasida (Tahan-Nabi) and sharbat wadhawanu, Syedna delivered an inspiring bayaan in which he did zikrr of the shaan of Rasulullah SA, especially the importance of Eid-e-Milad and the meaning of “rehmat.”
Maulana began the bayaan describing Rasulullah’s fateh (victory) through which he established the religion of Islam and ensured
that the Imamate would continue. In the seclusion of the Imam, a
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Dai would remain amongst Mumineen, one who would remain
steadfast in his allegiance. Maulana offered hamd and shukr that today, after 900 years and 53 Duat, our belief is the one of Rasullulah’s.
Maulana also recited some verses from Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s qasida, in which Milad-un-Nabi is described as “the most
auspicious Eid.” Maulana continued to narrate the bayaan from
Ikhwan-us-Safa about the four Eids: 1) Eid-ul-Fitr,2) Eid-al-Adha, 3)
Eid-e-Ghadeer-e-Khum, 4) Eid-Milad-un-Nabi. It is because of the
birth of Rasullulah that Islam was established and the world was illuminated. Maulana also related the events surrounding Rasulullah’s
birth and early childhood, especially his tarbiyyat by Abdul Mutallib
and Abu Talib.
Maulana then narrated the events surrounding Rasullulah’s
Prophethood (nubuwat). When he became Prophet, Rasullulah was
40 years old, and he established Islam and Kalema-tus-Shaadat with
great strength, courage and character. He exterminated ignorance
(“jahiliyat”) and idol worship that people were engrossed in, even
over Baitullah. Maulana explained that the Quran characterizes Rasullulah as “rehmatul aalameen” – meaning that Rasullulah was not
just sent for this World, but for the entire Universe. Maulana also
explained that “rehmat” has several meanings: it is commonly translated as “merciful”, however a deeper meaning refers to the tayeed
& faiz (divine guidance), that is continuously flowing to Sahib-uzzaman from the spiritual world. Rasulullah embodied rehmat and
delivered faiz & barakat. He showed those who answered the call of
Dawat and gave misaaq, the path towards Jannat and najaat.
Syedna Fakhruddin emphasized that we must have ma’refat
and mohabbat of Rasullulah – we must hold steadfast to the 7 pillars of Islam and understand the social, religious and other laws established by Rasullualh. We must do this for our own najaat but also
for the good of the community and society of Islam in this world.
Thus, in Rasullulah’s shariat there is barakat in all aspects of life.
Maulana explained that as Rasulullah gave guidance to those
in his day and age, it would not be just that after Rasullulah’s wafaat the people would have no one to guide them. Here, Maulana
recounted a unique conversation which occurred with a Christian
friend. Maulana then recounted that after Rasulullah’s wafaat, Amirul Mumineen was in his maqam (stature), then Hasan Imam, then

Hussain Imam, then Aimmat, until Imam-uz-Zaman. Syedna Qutbuddin RA, would often say that only one person maintains contact
with the spiritual world.
Then Syedna Fakhruddin prayed wasilo, salawat and doa that
may Mumineen remain safe and in peace. Maulana prayed for peace
throughout the world – especially for Muslimeen. Recounting Syedna Qutbuddin’s tawakkul and how he established Dawat, Maulana
did doa for the protection of Dawat.
Maulana prayed the shahadat of Hussain Imam, through
which all other difficulties of this world fall pale in comparison.
Near the end of the bayaan, Maulana counseled Mumineen
that Rasulullah was referred to as “ameen” - meaning “trustworthy.”
As people of Rasullulah’s Dawat, we should demonstrate our identity as his followers by our actions. We should strive to do good deeds
(“khair na amal”), helping others should be in our character, may
Khuda grant us tawfeeq.
Mumineen who had gathered from all over California offered
shukrr in Hazrat Imamiyyah for the blessings they received at the
hands of the Rasulullah’s Dai on Rasullah’s Milad. Mumineen were
invited to Salawat Khushi Jaman after Majlis.
To read further highlights from the bayaa Mubarak and to
view photos, click here.

News and Events

Urus Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin RA
Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS presided over Khatmul Quran Majlis
on the occasion of the Urus Mubarak of 52nd Dai al-Mutlaq Syedna
Mohammed Burhanuddin RA in Bakersfield, CA, USA.
On the eve of Urus, after Khatmul Quran, Syedna recitedSadaqallah
Doa in which he described Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin with
the following eloquent words:
He was the dazzling proof of God’s religion, burhan. His excellent
virtues shone like the sun. In greatness, he equaled Nabi Sulayman.
In the eyes of God and Imam-uz-zaman, he held a noble position.
He was a kind, loving father to Mumineen. He was a refuge for
seekers of refuge, a sanctuary for seekers of sanctuary, and a safe
haven for seekers of protection.
After Sadaqallah, Darees was recited on the Niyyat of Syedna Hatim RA, Syedna Taher Saifuddin RA, Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin RA and Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA. Salaam and Marsiya
in remembrance of Syedna Burhanuddin RA were also recited.
Mumineen were invited to Salawat Niyaz Jaman after Majlis. Photos of the event have been published on FatemiDawat.com.
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Article’s from Previous Newsletters

Biography and Photo Gallery
Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS
Click here to read more

The Arkaan of Hajj
A Photo eBook
Click here to read more

Finance in Fatemi-Tayyibi
Doctrine
Everything that you Wanted to know
about Complex Islamic Finance
Click here to read more

This newsletter will inshaallah be published every Friday. It will include the latest news and instructions from Syedna Fakhruddin’s office and will be published in Dawat-nizaban and Gujarati. It will also highlight the latest updates on FatemiDawat.com. Please register to receive the newsletter regularly at info@fatemidawat.com
Q/C: Add hyperlinks and ayat, ask about intro, ask about 150 sijil thing. ask about erase this line after
Sijill is an Arabic word which literally means official letter. It was a term often used in the Fatimid chancery. The name is inspired by the most auspicious letter ‘Sijill-ul-Bisharat’.
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